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The Mayan Collection

Perrin & Rowe traditional tapware 

combines beautiful styling and 

engineering excellence.  A team of 

specialist designers are dedicated to 

perfecting the design of every tap 

fixture. At a glance, these brass taps 

emanate quality while closer 

inspection reveals the incredible 

attention to detail and precision 

engineering of every component. 

The simplicity of a balanced pair of 

Mayan taps is timeless. The Mayans 

are perfect for the cottage kitchen, 

laundry or beach house.

White porcelain levers can be 

upgraded to black porcelain or metal 

levers to match your tap finish.  

 

All Perrin & Rowe Mayan taps feature 

excellent quarter-turn, German-made 

ceramic disc valves for many years of 

accurate and effortless use. They are 

a great option in kitchens, bathrooms 

and laundries and suitable for homes 

with unequal water pressure.

AU4322 - Pair of Mayan wall mounted 
bibcock taps with levers

AU4328 - Pair of Mayan wall mounted bibcock 
taps with crossheads.

AU4338 - Pair of Mayan bench mounted 
bibcock taps with crosshead handles

AU4332 - Pair of Mayan bench mounted 
bibcock taps with lever handles
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Finishes & handle options 
 
Perrin & Rowe offers Australian designers and home owners a wide selection of premium quality finishes.

The traditional kitchen tap collections are available in Chrome, Nickel, Pewter, Gold, and English Bronze 

finishes. Taps in satin or polished uncoated bare brass are also available by special order.  

Matching soap dispensers

Streamline the clutter in your life with these glamorous Perrin & Rowe soap dispensers. The perfect 

addition to your Athenian tapware line up. With easy dispensing of liquid soap, lotion or detergent, they will 

become your favourite accessory. 

Produced from solid brass; will not rust, corrode or discolour contents. They are fitted with durable Swiss 

pumps and refillable bottles. The pump head lifts out to re-fill the bottle.

Chrome: A shiny finish with a hint of blue 

for a classical or contemporary feel. 

 

Nickel: A shiny finish with a golden glow. 

If left, Nickel will develop an aged patina 

similar to silverware, with the occasional 

polish restoring its original gleam.

Pewter: A satin (brushed) Nickel finish 

which is the perfect complement 

to stainless steel sinks and appliances.

 

Gold: This finish, which contains real 

Gold, will give a luxurious look.

English Bronze: A satin, rich chocolate  

brown finish for a bold, distinctive look.

Satin brass: This is uncoated bare brass 

brushed for a satin look.

Polished brass: This is uncoated bare 

brass in its natural form.

Black porcelain levers: 

Upgrade to custom levers

Matching metal levers: 

Upgrade to custom levers

AU6995  
Bench mounted

AU6933 
Freestanding

AU6973 
Wall mounted
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